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Academic Criteria
for Bachelor and Master
Curricula
This document provides coherent criteria for the development. analysis and
evaluation of university Bachelor and Master curricula in terms of academic
education. '
The question what it means to have an academic education appears a
simple one to answer at first sight. Someone is academically educated
when he or she has completed a university education successfully. This,
however, is the very answer that is no longer possible given the new
system of accreditation of programmes in higher education in the
Netherlands. Indeed, in the new system the question whether a study
programme merits the predicate 'academic' or 'university' no longer
depends on the institution in which that programme is embedded, but on
the content of the programme. Which implies that the above institutional
answer to the question what it means to be academically educated needs
to be replaced by an answer in terms of the programme's content.
For universities this means that it must be formulated again what they
stand for in the field of education. What educational mission does the
university have, what is its position in the educational spectrum in
the years to come and what is the relation of education with scientific
research? The answer to these questions is bound to differ depending on
the field of science and the study programme. However, there will be a
common core as well: that which university programmes stand for jointly.
This may be described in terms of academic education.
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For the technological universities it also means that justice needs to be
done to the complex world of the engineering sciences. Apart from the
development of theories, design and application have important roles
to play here. These sciences are not only concerned with the analysis,
modelling, explanation or prediction of certain phenomena, but also with
the synthesis of knowledge for the purpose of designing and making new
technical objects and systems within a concrete social context. That is why
imagination, creativity, entrepreneurship, problem solving and integration
abilities are important characteristics of an academically educated engineer.
The starting point of this document was the final report by the Accreditation Committee Higher Education', an unofficial list of qualifications
for bachelors and masters of the VSNU (Association of Universities in
the Netherlands), and a memorandum on designing at an academic level
developed earlier by the platform on Academic Education of TU!e. In the
national debate about academic education short shrift has so far been
given to designing as an academic activity, even though this subject is of
great importance to universities of technology. On the basis of the existing
material and supplementary analyses a number of learning target areas
have subsequently been distinguished that contain coherent criteria for
academic education. Several of those criteria are of a quantitative nature
and for those it will need to be indicated in due course which position on
the scale the TU!e programmes want to occupy.
The criteria for academic education have been discussed extensively in
the Board of Program Directors, the Board and the Executive Board of
TU!e, and were laid down in July 2003. They may prove useful in the
development, analysis and evaluation of the Eindhoven bachelor and
master programmes and in discussions about the desired academic profile
thereof. Further, they can contribute to the development of an educational
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measuring instrument by means of which certain aspects of academic
education can be assessed on students directly.
Sceptics may claim that it is impossible to analyse the concept of academic
education further and to put it into operation for the purpose of university
education. It is too strongly connected with erudition, which is the result
of a lifelong practice of science. The authors of this memorandum are
of the opinion that this would be tantamount to throwing in the sponge
prematurely. First of all, it remains to be seen whether erudite scientists
satisfy qualitatively different criteria than graduates. It is quite possible that
they merely occupy a different position on the same scale. And secondly,
developments in higher education compel universities to show their colours
with respect to the final qualifications of their graduates. This calls for
clarity in regard to the concept of academic education and the manner in
which academic education is put into practice in the study programmes.
The intention of this document is definitely not to end the debate about
academic education at TU/e. Firstly, this is impossible and secondly, this
is undesirable. The debate about academic education is as old as the
university itself and will need to be resumed again in every era. The
contribution of this document is putting academic education into practice
in the light of the new bachelor and master curricula.

Eindhoven, August 2003
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This document gives detailed criteria for the description, analysis and
evaluation of university Bachelor and Master curricula in terms of academic
education. These criteria have been subdivided into 7 learning target areas.
A learning target area is a cluster of related learning targets. The different
learning target areas are:
1

Disciplinary baggage: this concerns the aspects of an academic
education that are directly linked to the discipline for which the
programme forms the preparation. It includes the disciplinary
knowledge, skills and attitudes, as well as the methods and techniques
that are customary in the relevant field. It also comprises the relations
between this field and other disciplines.

2

Doing research: academic programmes are very close to (and are
nourished by) research in the relevant discipline. 'Research' here
means: gaining new knowledge and new insights in a goal-oriented,
methodical way.

3 Designing: knowledge-intensive design is regarded as one of the
characteristic areas of interest of universities of technology. 'Designing'
is a synthetic activity focused on the establishment of new or
amended (technical) artefacts or systems, intending to create values
in accordance with previously set requirements and desires (e.g.
mobility, health).
4 Doing science: this learning target area concerns both research and
design and comprises learning targets such as insight into scientific
methods (including modelling), familiarity with the scientific body of
thought with respect to intersubjectivity, reproducibility, reliability, etc.
This is fundamental to any academic programme.
5 Reasoning and reflecting: high demands may be made upon university
graduates with respect to logical reasoning and the degree of reflection
on thinking and acting in research and design activities.
6 Cooperating and communicating: university graduates nearly always
work together with and for others. The adequate interaction and
communication is an important criterion for academic thinking and
acting.
4
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7 Looking back and looking forward: doing science always entails a
temporal context. Views and methods have their origins; decisions
bear their consequences in time. University graduates distinguish
themselves by taking due account of these temporal dimensions and
using them in an appropriate manner.
Each of the above learning target areas must feature in the curriculum of
a (technical) academic programme. In turn, every programme has a certain
profile in the light of these areas, which may be visualized, in a radar plot
for instance (appendix). Below these learning target areas are substantiated
in the form of a list of criteria. Within each of the learning target areas
those criteria can be considered with respect to the following dimensions:
I

competence: does it concern knowledge, skill and/or attitude;

II horizon: is the focus on the discipline, its scientific area, or the social
context of the discipline;
III abstract / concrete: does it concern specific cases or a general theory
or approach;
IV analytic / synthetic: does it concern the analysis of a problem/
phenomenon, or the making of a model, an approach or a design.
In the electronic version of this document (see www.tue.nl/
academiceducationf) a clarification and examples will be given in the form
of hyperlinks, wherever necessary. The master's qualifications in the table
below also include the bachelor's qualifications.
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This concerns the aspects of an
academic education that are directly
linked to the discipline for which the
programme forms the preparation.
It includes the disciplinary knowledge,
skills and attitudes, as well as the
methods and techniques that are
customary in the relevant field. It also
comprises the relations between this
field and other disciplines.
6
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Bachelor
Is capable of understanding and interpreting the

Commands the discipline touching

knowledge basis (theories, methods, techniques) of

on the forefront of knowledge

the discipline.

(latest theories, methods,
techniques).

Understands the structure of the discipline and the
relationship between its sub-fields.
Possesses knowledge of, and some skill in the way

Possesses the skill to apply these

in which

methods independently in the

• truth finding (i.e. methods for arriving at true
statements)

development of advanced ideas or
applications.

• development of theories
• creation of models
• decision-making
• experimenting and simulating
take place within the discipline.
Can look beyond the boundaries of disciplines.

Is capable of understanding and

Possesses some knowledge and skills of other

interpreting certain other disciplines.

disciplines.
Possesses an interdisciplinary attitude wherever

Is capable of placing one's own

required.

research and design within an
interdisciplinary framework, and has
the attitude to do so.

Even after completing the programme continues to
keep abreast of the state-of-the-art developments in
relevant disciplines.

7
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Academic programmes are very close
to (and are nourished by) research in
the relevant discipline. 'Research'
here means: gaining new knowledge
and new insights in a goal-oriented,
methodical way.
8
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Bachelor
Is capable of structuring and redefining ill-structured
problems and can ask adequate questions in doing
so.
Is perceptive, i.e. has the ability to find certain

Has the attitude of 'opportunity

connections and new points of view in apparently

spotting': the ability to see

trivial matters.

opportunities for the useful and
responsible deployment of know-

~

ledge in new fields of application.
Is skilled in the application (with support) of a

Can apply these methods and these

multitude of methods and techniques for research.

techniques independently.
Has an insight into the role and
meaning of theories in research.

Works at a sufficiently high level of abstraction.

Is capable of choosing the
appropriate level of abstraction,
given the complexity of a problem.
Is capable of dealing with complex
situations and of forming a well-

(

argued judgment, even in the
absence of complete data.
Has a feeling for the present
boundaries of knowledge and is
capable of adequately evaluating
information from a wide range of
sources.
Is capable of assessing research For its usefulness
within the discipline.

Is capable of assessing research
for its scientific value within the
discipline.
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--3-designin~g- - - - - Knowledge-intensive design is
regarded as one of the characteristic
areas of interest of universities of
technology. 'Designing' is a synthetic
activity focused on the establishment
of new or amended (technical)
artefacts or systems, intending to
create values in accordance with
previously set requirements and
desires (e.g. mobility, health).
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Bachelor
As for the definition of the design problem:
• Is capable of reformulating ill-structured and illdefined problems. In this process he or she also

Can develop a well-founded
interpretation of the design problem
and can defend it methodically vis-a-

involves the system limits of the problem and the

vis stakeholders (i.e. all involved or

preconditions for a solution.

affected parties).

• Practises problem finding in addition to / prior to
problem solving.
• Has an eye for the technical and non·technical
(economic, social, historical, cultural, normative)
aspects of the design problem.

As for the nature of the design problem:
• Can design at system level.
• Recognises the interdisciplinary nature of most
design problems and can cope with it.
• Can integrate existing knowledge into a design.
• Is capable of assessing the usefulness of research
results for the benefit of a design.

• Is capable of working on design
problems with a high level of
complexity; can break down
complex design problems into
solvable sub-problems.
• Is capable of formulating new
research questions on the basis of
a design problem.

As for the execution of the design process:
• Can deal with the fact that many design problems
tend to change in the course of the process partly as the result of one's own design decisions.
• Possesses creativity and synthetic skill with respect
to simple design problems.
• Has the skill of making, justifying and evaluating
well-founded decisions.
• Has the skill of working out compromises.
• Can deal with calculated risks.
• Understands when (an aspect of) the design has
been elaborated well enough; uses resources

• Has a well-argued view of the
design process to be followed.
• Demonstrably shows originality
and creativity with respect to
complex design problems.
• Has the attitude of 'opportunity
spotting': the ability to see
opportunities for the useful and
reliable deployment of knowledge
in new fields of application.
• Does not let oneself be restricted
by boundaries of the discipline.

efficiently.
• Can work in a multidisciplinary team.

As for reflection on designing:
• Is capable of methodical reflection on and adjustment of the design process.
• Validates the final design in a systematic manner.
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This learning target area concerns
both research and design and
comprises learning targets such as
insight into scientific methods
(including modelling), familiarity
with the scientific body of thought
with respect to intersubjectivity,
reproducibility, reliability, etc. This
is fundamental to any academic
programme.
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Bachelor
Has insight into the scientific practice (purpose,

Possesses knowledge of current

methods, nature of explanation, role of experiment,

debates about this.

objectivity, publication system, importance of
integrity etc.).
Can recognise standard methods in the discipline

Can reflect on the standard methods,

and has an eye for its assumptions.

can question them, and can propose
adjustments and estimate their
scope.

Has the knowledge and the skill for using, justifying

Has great skill in, and a strong

and assessing the value of models for research and

inclination for, the use, development

design (the term 'model' widely conceived: from

and validation of models; can

mathematical model to scale-model). Can adjust

choose consciously between

models for one's own use.

modelling methods.

Understands that a model is basically inadequate
(partial representation of reality), but is capable
nevertheless of using the best available model for
the given application.
Understands the relation between a model and the

Ditto, for more realistic situations.

underlying theory, for simple cases.
Is capable of making a contribution to scientific

Is capable of making an original

knowledge, modelling and/or design, in one or two

contribution to scientific knowledge,

sub·disciplines.

modelling and/or design, in one or
two sub·disciplines.

Is capable of adequately documenting the results of

Is capable of adequately

research and design with the intention to contribute

documenting and publishing the

to the knowledge development within and outside

results of research and design with

the discipline.

the intention to contribute to the
knowledge development within and
outside the discipline.

Is aware of the social and ethical aspects of scientific
work (whether the work itself, acquired insights, or
design decisions taken).
Has an attitude of lifelong learning.

High demands may be made upon
university graduates with respect to
logical reasoning and the degree of
reflection on thinking and acting in
research and design activities.
14
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Bachelor
Can reason logically within and outside the

Is capable of recognising fallacies.

discipline, both 'why' and 'what·if' reasoning.
Can recognise ways of reasoning (induction,
deduction, etc.) in the discipline.
Can take a position with respect to a scientific

Can take a position with respect to a

argument in the discipline.

scientific argument in the discipline
and critically assess this.

Can critically reflect (with support) on one's own

Ditto, independently.

thinking, decisions, and actions and thus adjust
these.
Is capable of critically reflecting (with support) on the

Ditto, independently.

discipline and its relation to other disciplines and the
social environment.
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University graduates nearly always
work together with and for others.
The adequate interaction and
communication is an important
criterion for academic thinking and
acting.
16
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Bachelor
Is capable of communicating about the results

Is capable of communicating about

of learning, thinking, and decision-making, with

research and problem solutions with

colleagues and non-colleagues.

colleagues, non-colleagues, and
stakeholders (i.e., all involved and
affected parties).
Can debate about the discipline and
its position within society.

Is characterised by professional behaviour. This
implies inter alia: drive, reliability, commitment,
accuracy, tenacity, and independence.
Can work in projects: possesses pragmatism
and a sense of responsibility; can deal with
limited resources; can deal with risks; can reach
compromises.
Is capable of working in an interdisciplinary team
and looking beyond the boundaries of his own
discipline.
Has insight into team roles and social dynamics.

17

Can assume the role of team leader.
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Doing science always entails a
temporal context. Views and methods
have their origins; decisions bear
their consequences in time. University
graduates distinguish themselves
by taking due account of these
temporal dimensions and using them
in an appropriate manner.
18
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Bachelor
Is capable of anticipating and analysing the
consequences of one's own decisions and actions.
Is capable, where necessary (and with support). of

Ditto, independently.

reviewing and expanding one's own knowledge.
Is capable of understanding and interpreting the
history of the discipline, both the internal history (oF
ideas) and the external (social, cultural) history of
the field.
Is capable of analysing the social consequences

Can integrate these consequences

(economic, social, cultural) of new developments in

into the scientific work.

the discipline and can discuss them with colleagues
and non·colleagues.
Is capable of analysing the consequences of scientific

Can integrate these consequences

thinking and acting for sustainable development.

into the scientific work.

Is capable of analysing the ethical and normative

Can integrate these ethical and

aspects of the assumptions and consequences of

normative aspects into the scientific

scientific thinking and acting and can discuss them

work.

with colleagues and non- colleagues (both research
and design).
Can choose a place as a professional
in society.
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Division of study load over learning target areas

disciplinary baggage

looking back and looking forward

doing research

cooperating and communicating

reasoning and reflecting

20
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designing

doing science

division of weights of tests over learning target areas

disciplinary baggage

6
doing research

looking back and looking forward

cooperating and communicating

reasoning and reflecting
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designing

doing science
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